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Summary

The measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of leptons is a
sensitive test of the Standard Model.
The large weight of the tau-lepton provides the best sensitivity.
UPC PbPb collisions at LHC together with the ALICE detector with good
low-momentum resolution provides a unique opportunity to measure it.
PbPb collisions in upcoming Run 3 will deliver enough luminosity to
improve current experimental limits significantly.

current best limits −→
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Anomalous Magnetic Moment of leptons

µl = −gl · e
2ml
· s lepton l = e, µ, τ

µl ; magnetic moment
gl : g-factor
ml : lepton mass
s: spin angular momentum

Dirac: gl = 2
Corrections due to QED, Electro-Weak, and Hadron loops
+ New Physics contributions

Anomalous magnetic moment of l
al = gl−2

2

l al,exp al,thr

e 0.001’159’652’180’91(26) 0.001’159’652’181’643(764)
µ 0.001’165’920’61(41) 0.001’165’918’10(43)

τ [-0.052, 0.013] 0.001’172’1(5)
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Anomalous Magnetic Moment of leptons

Deviation of al,exp from al,thr indicates:
I compositeness of l
I New Physics (NP)

NP contributions are expected to scale with
(

ml
mΛ

)2

mΛ mass scale of NP

Sensitivity of al to NP scales with m2
l

µ : e ∝ 42750 : 1
τ : µ ∝ 280 : 1

−→ aτ highly sensitive to NP
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Measurement of al

ae
I One electron quantum cyclotron

(Penning trap)
I Profit from infinite lifetime of electron

Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008) 120801.

aµ
I Measure precession in a magnetic

storage ring
I Mean life time tµ ≈ 2.197× 10−6 s

Phys. Rev. Lett. 126 (2021) 141801
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Measurement of al

aτ :
I Can not be stored
I Mean life time tτ ≈ 2.903× 10−13 s
I Exploit the fact that the cross-section σγγ→ττ depends on aτ

F SM: σγγ→ττ can be calculated to high accuracy
F BSM: NP contributions alter the cross-section

I photon-lepton vertex function - part of the cross-section

iΓγττµ (q) = −ie
[
γµF1(q2) +

i
2mτ

σµνqνF2(q2) +
1

2mτ
γ5σµνqνF3(q2)

]
q = pγ1 − pγ2

F1: Dirac form factor F1(0) = 1
F2: Pauli form factor F2(0) = al

F3: electric dipole form factor F3(0) = dl
2ml

e
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Measurement of aτ

Was measured by DELPHI in
e+e− → e+e−τ+τ−

Eur. Phys. J. C 35 (2004) 159

provides currently best limits.

The DELPHI Collaboration: Study of tau-pair production in photon-photon collisions at LEP 161
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Abstract. Tau-pair production in the process e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− was studied using data collected by the
DELPHI experiment at LEP2 during the years 1997 – 2000. The corresponding integrated luminosity is
650 pb−1. The values of the cross-section obtained are found to be in agreement with QED predictions.
Limits on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau lepton are deduced.

The DELPHI Collaboration: Study of tau-pair production in photon-photon collisions at LEP 161

1 Introduction

This paper presents a study of tau pair production in
photon-photon collisions using the data collected by the
DELPHI detector at LEP in the period from 1997 to 2000
(LEP2) at collision energy

√
s between 183 and 208GeV.

The total integrated luminosity used in the analysis is
650 pb−1. At LEP this process was first observed by the
OPAL collaboration [1] and subsequently studied by the
L3 collaboration [2].

The final state e+e−τ+τ− can be produced via a set
of Feynman diagrams. In this paper we present the cross-
section measurement for the contribution of the so-called
multiperipheral graph (Fig. 1) which corresponds to colli-
sions of two virtual photons. The same final states produced
via other diagrams (less then 1% of the cross-section) are
considered as a background.

The study of the reaction e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− explores
two fundamental problems. First of all it provides a deep
test of QED at the level of the fourth order in α. Further-
more, the γττ vertex is sensitive to the anomalous electro-
magnetic couplings of the tau lepton. Since the multipe-
ripheral e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− process diagram contains two
such vertices, the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole
moments can be extracted by comparing the measured
cross-section with QED expectations.

The rest of the paper gives a detailed description of
the e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− cross-section measurement, in-
cluding tau-pair selection, background estimation, selec-
tion and trigger efficiency calculation and systematic error
estimation. In the last part of the paper the measured
cross-sections are used to derive limits on the anomalous
electromagnetic moments of the tau lepton.

τ

τ

e

e e

e

Fig. 1. The dominant diagram for the reaction e+e− →
e+e−τ+τ−

2 Monte Carlo simulation

The signal process was simulated using the Berends,
Daverveldt and Kleiss generator RADCOR (BDKRC) [3],
which calculates the cross-section for the multiperipheral
diagram with radiative corrections on the electron and
positron lines. The following signal definition was used: the
invariant mass of tau pairs had to be less than 40GeV/c2;
both beam particles had to be scattered by less than 10
degrees; and at least one of them had to be scattered by less
than 2 degrees. With these restrictions the accepted cross-
section was 1.44±0.04% lower than the total cross-section
predicted by BDKRC (which is about 450 pb at LEP2 en-
ergies) for the unrestricted phase space. The τ decay was
simulated by the TAUOLA package [4], which includes
photon radiation from the decay products. The BDKRC
generator was also used to estimate the background coming
from the process e+e− → e+e−µ+µ−.

To simulate the e+e− → e+e−e+e− background, the
Berends, Daverveldt and Kleiss generator DIAG36 (BDK)
[5] was used. Hadron production in two photon collisions
was simulated by PYTHIA 6.1 [6]. Non-multiperipheral
four-fermion processes (such as WW, ZZ, Zee and others)
were simulated by WPHACT [7].

The generated events were passed through the full sim-
ulation program of the DELPHI detector and were recon-
structed with the same program as for the real data [8].

3 Event selection

In most events produced by two-photon collisions both
beam particles scatter at small angles and remain unde-
tectable inside the beam pipe. Therefore only the decay
products of the tau leptons can be seen in the detector. To
suppress background, only one-prong decay channels with
one tau decaying into an electron and the other into a non-
electron (hadron or muon) were considered. The analysis
was based entirely on the measured tracks of charged prod-
ucts of tau decays; the neutral particles from tau decays
were ignored in this analysis.

To select runs with good performance of the sub-detec-
tors [8–9], only runs with the Time Projection Chamber
(TPC), the Forward Chambers (FCA, FCB) and one of
the additional barrel tracking detectors (ID or VD) fully
operational were retained. Table 1 presents the luminosities
used in the analysis, luminosity-weighted centre-of-mass
energies and energy ranges.

The event selection procedure was divided into two
steps. The first step (preselection) selected a sample of
two-photon events with two good tracks which were not

HERE: Exploit strong γ flux in UPC collisions
Phys. Lett. B 271 (1991) 256.

dσ(PbPb→ PbPb + ττ)

dY dM
=

dNγγ
dY dM

σ
(
γγ → ττ, ω1,2)

dNγγ

dY dM : Number of γγ, apply equivalent photon approximation
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Measurement of aτ

γγ → τ+τ−

PbPb → PbPbτ+τ−

Dyndal et al., Phys. Lett. B, 809 (2020) 135682.
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Measurement of PbPb → PbPb τ+τ−

BR(τ± → e± + νe + ντ ) = 17.8%

BR(τ± → µ± + νµ + ντ ) = 17.4%

BR(τ± → π± + nπ0 + ντ ) = 45.6%

BR(τ± → 3 prong) ≈ 20%

Backgrounds

γγ → ll acoplanarity
γγ → qq exclusivity requirements
semileptonic decays of B, D small cross-section / BR
Pomeron exchange veto neutrons in ZDC

III. PROPOSED ANALYSES

To record γγ → ττ events, dedicated UPC triggers are

crucial for our proposal. With no other detector activity,

the ditau system receives negligible transverse boost, and

each tau pT reaches a few to tens of GeV at most. Taus

always decay to a neutrino ντ, which further dilutes the

visible momenta, rendering usual hadronic tau triggers

pT(τ-jet) ≳20 GeV unfeasible [90,91]. However, UPC

events without pileup enable exceptionally low trigger

thresholds by vetoing large sums over calorimeter trans-

verse energy deposits
P

ET < 50 GeV [58]. Other mini-

mum bias triggers are also possible [92,93]. A recent UPC

dimuon analysis additionally requires at least one track and

no explicit pT requirement for the trigger muon [63]. The

light-by-light observation also considers ultralow ET >
1 GeV calorimeter cluster thresholds at trigger level [58],

which can similarly benefit electrons.

We design our event selection around two objectives.

First, we consider standard objects already deployed by

ATLAS/CMS to efficiently reconstruct tau decays with the

following branching fractions [18]:

Bðτ� → l�νlντÞ ¼ 35%; ð7Þ

Bðτ� → π�ντ þ neutral pionsÞ ¼ 45.6%; ð8Þ

Bðτ� → π�π∓π�ντ þ neutral pionsÞ ¼ 19.4%: ð9Þ

We develop signal regions (SRs) targeting these decays

based on expected signal rate and background mitigation

strategies. We impose the lowest trigger and reconstruction

thresholds p
e=μ
T > 4.5=3 GeV, jηe=μj < 2.5=2.4 supported

by ATLAS/CMS [49,50]. Second, we optimize sensitivity

to different couplings δaτ; δdτ, where interfering SM and

BSM amplitudes impact tau kinematics, which propagates

to, e.g., lepton pT. The following analyses are considered:

Dilepton analysis. Requiring two identified leptons is

expected to give the highest signal-to-background

S=B, with half being different flavor eμ free of ee=μμ

backgrounds. But even using low p
e=μ
T thresholds,

we find insufficient signal yields at 2 nb−1 to pursue

this further.

1 leptonþ 1 track analysis (SR1l1T). This requires

exactly one identified lepton and one other track that is

not “matched” to the lepton [the matched track is the

highest pT track with ΔRðl; trackÞ < 0.02]. Tracks

must satisfy the standard requirements ptrack
T >

500 MeV and jηtrackj < 2.5. With the DELPHES sim-

ulation, the requirement that the nonlepton track is not

identified as a lepton allows for a sufficiently strong

suppression of the dielectron/dimuon background,

but for the analysis of experimental data, additional

lepton veto selections may be considered to increase

the background rejection at a modest cost to signal

efficiency. This topology targets the high branching

ratio of the single charged pion decay mode and

background suppression from lepton identification.

The track also recovers events failing the dilepton

analysis, in which a lepton is too soft to be recon-

structed. We divide this SR into two bins p
e=μ
T ∈

½≤6�; ½>6� GeV to exploit shape differences shown in

Fig. 2 (left). We require nonplanar lepton-track system

jΔϕðl; trkÞj < 3 to further suppress ee=μμ processes,

as demonstrated in Fig. 2 (right). We veto invariant

masses ml;trk ∉ ½3; 3.2�; ½9; 11� GeV to reject dilepton

decays of J=ψ and ϒ resonances.

1 leptonþmultitrack analysis (SR1l2=3T). We aug-

ment the previous analysis with three non-lepton-

matched tracks. This targets the decay topology with

three chargedpions.Wealso construct anorthogonal SR

requiring exactly two tracks to recovermisreconstructed

three-pion decays. By taking the vectorial sum over pT

for the non-lepton-matched tracks ptracks
T ¼

P
i p

track
T;i ,

we obtain the track system pT, whose distribution is

shown in Fig. 2 (center) for SR1l3T. This variable

shows discrimination power between modified mo-

ments and could be considered in future work.

Motivated by the background processes observed

by DELPHI in γγ → ττ analyses, we now outline our
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FIG. 2. Distributions of lepton pT in SR1l1T (left) and the three-track system pT in SR1l3T (center) for benchmark signals with

various δaτ, δdτ couplings. These are normalized to unit integral to illustrate shape changes with varying δaτ; δdτ. The lepton-track

azimuthal angle jΔϕðl; trkÞj in SR1l1T (right) is shown for backgrounds (filled) and signal δaτ ¼ δdτ ¼ 0 (line), illustrating powerful

discrimination against dilepton processes.

NEW PHYSICS AND TAU g − 2 USING LHC HEAVY ION … PHYS. REV. D 102, 113008 (2020)

113008-3

CMS/ATLAS acceptance

Beresford & Liu, Phys. Rev. D, 102 (2020) 113008.
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ALICE experiment
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ALICE experiment
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Measurement of PbPb → PbPb τ+τ−

Pb-Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.5 TeV
Integrated luminosity of 2.3 nb−1 (= Run 3 2022)
36000 reconstructed events with one electron in the barrel
2000 reconstructed events with one muon in the muon arm

ALICE Run 3
select 2-prong events
central: e and π/µ in central
barrel
semiforward: forward µ and barrel
track
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Perspectives with Run 3 data - ALICE

Measurement down to low pT

Relatively broad ∆φ distribution

Large coverage!
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Perspectives with Run 3 data - ALICE

Significant improvement of aτ limits expected with ALICE Run 3
data!

pT differential
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